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Introduction
This chapter complements the history and geography chapters by discussing examples
of Islamic art, as well as rococo art which represented aristocratic values that were
overturned by the French Revolution. Parents and teachers can build on the brief
treatment offered here by exposing children to additional books and pictures and by taking
them to visit museums and interesting buildings. Although books are delightful and
informative, there is no substitute for the experience of seeing works of art in person.
Many galleries and museums offer free admission, and there are magnificent collections
in all parts of the UK. There are also many heritage buildings such as cathedrals, churches,
town halls and stately homes that contain superb works of art.
Children should experience art not only as viewers but also as creators. They should
be encouraged to draw, cut, paste and mould with clay, to imitate styles and artists they
have encountered and to develop a style of their own.

The Language of Art: Style
Rococo vs. Modernism
In the earlier books in this series, we have looked at the various elements that go towards
the creation of a work of art. Do you remember looking at and using the elements of
colour, line, shape, texture, form, light and space? All artists have to think about these
things when they begin the artistic process, but works of art created in different places
and at different times look very different from each other. This is because different artists
choose to work in different styles.
Some artists want their paintings and sculptures to be as lifelike as possible. For
hundreds of years, the highest praise anyone could give a painting or sculpture was to say
that it looked as if it was about to breathe, or speak, or step down off its pedestal. Then,
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Activity 1:
Feeling big and small with architecture
The ancient Greeks used to say
Compare ancient
that ‘man is the measure of
Greek architecture
all things’, which is why you
and modern architecture in
don’t feel overwhelmed, even by
the Year 3 book to see how
their greatest buildings like the
each makes you feel.
Parthenon. However, the twentiethcentury Swiss architect Le Corbusier
described buildings as ‘machines for living in’, and many modern
buildings like skyscrapers make you feel very small indeed.
Now look at these photos of two buildings in London: Saint Paul’s
Cathedral was designed by Sir Christopher Wren using elements of
ancient Greek architecture and the Shard is a new, modern-style
building. How do you think you would feel if you were standing in
front of these two buildings? If you are in London, visit each building
and experience the difference.
Can you work like an architect to draw two buildings, one that is
more traditional and like an ancient Greek building and one that is as
modern as you like?

St Paul’s Cathedral
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when cameras and other modern technologies had made it very easy to create lifelike
images, artists began to say that art should not be competing with technology: the artist
should express the things that you can’t see – the spiritual or other-worldly values.
There have been different opinions about the purpose of art. Some people have
wondered why we have art at all, and how it helps our society. Should art seek to solve
problems, to teach people how to behave and make them better people? The artist William
Hogarth, who created prints like the series Industry and Idleness on page 171 to warn
people about the consequences of bad behaviour, certainly thought so. (To be idle means
to be lazy and unwilling to work.) Other artists have believed that art should have nothing
to do with the problems of real life: it should try to show us a perfect world in which these
problems do not exist, or have been solved. Think about how we saw Jacob van Ruisdael’s
Bentheim Castle in Year 3 and how he changed the real Bentheim Castle to show us a more
perfect world, in his eyes.
e sort of art that an artist creates will be influenced by the kind of society he or she
lives in. Whether people feel comfortable and safe, or anxious and afraid of what the future
may bring, will influence the sort of art they enjoy and want to see. ere are diﬀerences
between the art that appeals to people when they are well oﬀ and the art that appeals when
times are hard; between the art that appeals when their country is at war compared with
the art that appeals in peacetime. Religious and philosophical views are also important. In
many societies, art has been mainly about religion.
All of these things will affect the style that an artist develops. Let’s look at two very
different styles and think about the ways that they reflect the societies people were living
in at the time: rococo and modernism.

Rococo
Rococo art began in France and was popular in the second half of the eighteenth century.
It is decorative and light-hearted, with delicate pastel colours and no hard edges. It appealed
to aristocrats – wealthy people who led a privileged, luxurious and idle lifestyle in the years
leading up to the French Revolution. Some of them lived in the magnificent palace of
Versailles, where they had nothing to do except enjoy themselves by eating fine food,
wearing beautiful clothes, making music, watching plays and ballets and falling in love.
ey wanted art that reflected their way of life. ey did not want solemn art that tried to
teach them a moral lesson or that made them think of the diﬃcult lives of poor people.
One of the greatest painters of this time was Antoine Watteau [wat-oh], who lived from
1684 to 1721. He invented a new type of painting called fêtes galantes, or aristocratic parties,
to reflect and display this idle way of life. His most famous painting is e Embarkation for
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Cythera, which is sometimes called Pilgrimage to the Isle of Cythera. e
ancient Greeks and Romans thought that the island of Cythera was the
birthplace of Venus, the goddess of Love.
In the painting you can see courting couples who
are about to set sail for the island in a beautiful
We learnt about the
golden boat. Flying cupids are pushing the couples
ancient Romans and
closer together to encourage them to fall in love.
their gods in Year 3.
A beautiful lady looks back. Do you think she is
looking back at her friends, or is she looking at the
statue of Venus on the right, wondering how long love will last?
Watteau painted real people but the settings of his paintings were imaginary places of
great beauty and tranquillity. The light is soft, the trees are in full-leaf and there is nothing
unpleasant in this scene. It is make-believe, not real life. The idleness and luxury of the
French aristocracy, together with their unwillingness to live in the real world with its
sufferings and hardships, helped to bring about the French Revolution in 1789.

Pilgrimage to the Isle of Cythera
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Read about the
French Revolution
on page 136.

French art was admired in other countries
during the eighteenth century, and soon rich
people in Britain decided that they wanted to
see their homes decorated in the new rococo
style. Thomas Chippendale was a designer
and skilled cabinet-maker − the name given
to someone who makes furniture. His
aristocratic customers wanted fashionable
designs, so Chippendale published a book
called The Gentleman and Cabinet Maker’s
Director to show that he could design
furniture in the rococo style.

One of his very popular chair designs was
called ‘ribbon-backed’ because the intricate
carving looked like ribbons. They were very
beautiful but difficult to carve, as the backs
were made from one piece of mahogany – a
tropical hardwood that was imported into
Britain. Chippendale designed the furniture
for some of the great mansions being built by
Thomas Chippendale designed
rich aristocrats during the eighteenth
this ribbon-backed chair.
century. However, by publishing his designs
in a book, he also became popular with
people who were not aristocrats but who were becoming wealthy, thanks to the industrial
revolution. These middle-class customers might not have been able to live in a palace, but
they could afford some of Mr Chippendale’s chairs for their dining rooms.

Modernism and Abstract Art
In the twentieth century artists no longer worried about painting the real world;
photography could record real life. Artists worried about how to paint, not what to paint.
Since what they painted did not matter so much, many artists painted bowls of fruit and
flowers, as they wanted to explore how we see things.
They also wanted to see beyond this world; they wanted to show us the divine, or
spiritual, world. Instead of painting in a realistic style, like Watteau, they started
experimenting with abstract art. Abstract art doesn’t look exactly like the thing the artist
is showing us, but it might remind you of the thing by showing you some basic lines and
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shapes, rather than every detail. Some artists
felt that colour, alone, could represent all
sorts of things, without looking like the
things themselves. They studied theories
about colour, light and optics.

A colour wheel

Light triad

We read about
Isaac Newton’s work
on optics in Year 4.

Colour theory became very important after
chemist Michel Chevreul [me-shell shev-rerl]
published his research on colour harmonies and
contrasts in the nineteenth century. He devised
a colour wheel that classified colours and
showed that red was the contrasting colour to
green across the wheel. We worked with the
colour wheel in Year 4 so you know that red,
yellow, blue (RYB) are the primary colours that
make up the standard artist’s colour wheel. The
next three colours or colour triad are the
secondary colours: violet, orange, green (VOG).
Artists also used the light triad, or red, green,
blue (RGB), because, when you lay these colours
on top of each other, you see white.
Abstract artists used red, blue, yellow and
green, to which they added black and white. ese
colours have a symbolic meaning, so they are used
to represent certain ideas. Black and white can
stand for man and woman, solid and empty, light
and dark. Blue, the colour of the sky, means love
and faith. Green is the colour of nature. Red, the
colour of blood, stands for suﬀering and death.
Yellow is the glory of heaven. ese meanings
belong to many cultures. eo van Doesburg
[tay-o van dose-berg] (who lived from 1883 to
1931) used these colours to show particular ideas.
He also liked to use geometric shapes.

‘Tri’ is a prefix meaning three. Learn other prefixes on page 56.
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Contra-Composition of Dissonances, XVI by Theo van Doesburg
It is said that eo van Doesburg’s paintings are abstract as he does not paint anything
you could recognise, like a bowl of fruit or a tree. But they have a meaning, as the colours
and shapes are symbols that carry a message. We learnt in Year 4 that emblems are patterns
or images that are oen repeated, and they can also have special meanings. Abstract shapes
are also emblems: squares and rectangles mean ‘man’ or ‘earth’. is meaning is ancient,
from a time when people believed the world was flat, with four continents and four rivers.
e circle represents the spirit (this is why saints wear a halo). e triangle, pointing up
towards heaven, like the spire of a church, stands for hope. Abstract artists painted this
way because they thought the lines and colour combinations are beautiful; they create a
rhythm or a harmony. Everything is ordered and balanced. As people love bright colours,
they wanted to create images that were simple, that everybody could understand and like.
You do not have to know about history or mythology to like van Doesburg’s red and blue
squares, but, if you do know about them and understand these symbols, you will see even
more in his abstract art. By using these universal symbols, abstract artists were trying to
reach everyone through their art, not just people who knew a lot about art.
This new way of creating art in the twentieth century became known as modernism.
It was a style that reflected the modern way of life, which was increasingly influenced by
new technologies. Modernism was a style not just for paintings but for architecture,
furniture and other things that we need and use every day. Modernist designs were
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rational (a chair was for sitting on); functional (a chair had to do the job well); and they
were standardised, meaning that they were simple and repetitive in design, and could
therefore be easily reproduced many times
Modernist artists and designers wanted good designs for everybody, not just the rich.
This meant designing pieces of art that could be produced by machines. Making things
by hand was expensive and time-consuming. Decoration, like the ribbons carved on
Chippendale’s chairs, was considered unnecessary as they were just showing off how rich
someone was. Modernists thought that what was needed was functional art – something
plain that would do the job it was supposed to do. Art and Industry would work together
so everybody could enjoy well made and good looking things in their homes.
e Wassily chair designed by Marcel Breuer
in 1925 is a perfect example of functional
modernism; it was also revolutionary and a
completely new type of chair as it was made from
bent steel tubes rather than wood. Breuer was
inspired by the curved handlebars of his bicycle.
Compare the Wassily chair with Chippendale’s
ribbon-backed chair. What diﬀerences do you see
in their styles? ey are completely diﬀerent! e
hand-made Chippendale chair, carved from a
Marcel Breuer designed these
costly wood, was very expensive to buy; in the
modernist Wassily chairs.
eighteenth century only wealthy people could
enjoy good designs. In the twentieth century and
today, designs are standardised and more aﬀordable because they can be made by machines.

Activity 2: Hidden Meanings
Now you have read about van Doesburg’s abstract art, it is your turn to
create some art! There are lots of different ways to create abstract art;
here are some suggestions to get you started.
Think about what you would like your abstract piece to look like. It
is a good idea to look at lots of examples of abstract art first, to give
you some ideas. Do you want to use certain shapes that have meaning?
Do you want to choose colours that show certain feelings? Some
abstract art is busy and bustling with lots going on, other pieces are
simpler. What do you want people to feel when they look at your work?
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When you have decided what you would like your piece to look like,
think about what you will use to create it. Will you use pencils, paint
or perhaps cut shapes out from different materials? Will you need a
ruler or just draw free hand?

The Symbolic Meaning of Colours
Red can be used to show
death or pain.
White can show
day/light/good.

Black can stand for
night/dark/evil.

Blue means love
and faith.

Green is the colour
of nature.

Yellow can show heaven.

The Meaning of Emblems in Modern Art
Squares or rectangles can be used to show humanity
or the earth.
Triangles are like the point of a
church spire and show hope.
Circles can show the spirit, which is why saints
are often drawn wearing a halo.

Islamic Art and Architecture
The Alhambra
During the Middle Ages, Muslim people from northern Africa conquered much of Spain.
ey developed an architectural style very diﬀerent from the Gothic style that was used
throughout Europe at that time.
159
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The Alhambra was built on a hilltop
overlooking Granada.
From as early as 100 B.C., Spain was
part of the Roman Empire. When
Muslims took over in Spain in the eighth
century A.D., they changed the design of
buildings to suit their needs and their
sense of beauty. They replaced thick
Roman columns with slim, delicate ones.
They smoothed the walls of buildings
with plaster and drew designs on them
before it dried. These designs give the
walls a delicate appearance, very different
from the solid, bare walls of Roman
buildings. You can see this in the Court
of the Lions at the Alhambra.

On a hill overlooking the town of
Granada [grah-NAH-dah] in Spain,
one Muslim leader built a palace that
became known as the Alhambra [ahlHAHM-bra]. Completed in the 1300s,
the Alhambra was a home for the royal
family. It included an enormous bath,
more like an indoor pool than the baths
and showers we have today. Europeans
called the Alhambra’s style Moorish,
because they called the Muslim people
from North Africa ‘Moors’.

The Alhambra includes a courtyard
called the Court of the Lions because
its large, central fountain is ringed by
12 smaller fountains shaped like lions.
Although the architecture was diﬀerent in
some ways, there were also some similarities.
Just as the ancient Romans made mosaics (like
the ones we saw of Empress eodora and
Emperor Justinian in Year 4), the Alhambra
also had mosaics but of a diﬀerent style. What
other similarities and diﬀerences do you see?
The walls of the Alhambra were
carefully decorated with many
delicate and detailed designs.
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The Dome of the Rock

This is how the Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem looks today.
The Dome of the Rock was built for Muslims in Jerusalem in 691. Muslims believe that
the prophet Muhammad journeyed up to heaven from this spot (see page 108).
One of the first things you notice when you look at the Dome of the Rock is the golden
dome on top of the mosque. When Muhammad met someone who didn’t believe in God,
he would point to the sky and ask who had made the stars and planets. Islamic mosques
are built with domed ceilings, to remind the people inside of God’s power. Some ceilings
are decorated to shine like a starry night sky.

The Taj Mahal
One of the world’s most famous buildings is
the Taj Mahal in India. The Taj Mahal was
built in the 1600s as a tomb for a Muslim
emperor’s beloved wife. Many people consider
it one of the world’s most beautiful buildings.

We learnt about
symmetry in Year 3.

Built at the end of a very long, narrow pool of still water, the Taj Mahal appears to float.
When you look at it from a distance, the pool reflects its perfect symmetry, or balance. As
you walk closer, the gleaming white building looms bigger and bigger. Slender minarets,
or towers, stand at the four corners. Turn over to see a photograph of it!
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The Taj Mahal in India, one of the most famous buildings in
the world, was built in the 1600s. Its domes and minarets
make it a good example of Islamic architecture.

The Word of Allah, Decorated
The Qur’an is the holy book of Islam, just as the Bible is the
holy book of Christianity. Muslims believe that the Qur’an
contains the actual words of God.
Muslims believe only God can create living things. They
are not permitted to make images of living things, including
people, in their religious books or buildings. So Muslim
artists and architects often decorate holy books and mosques
with geometric patterns instead. Over the centuries, Muslims
have made beautiful copies of the Qur’an. Some are so
beautiful they are considered works of art, with elegant
Arabic lettering and touches of real gold.
This beautifully decorated prayer from the Qur’an has Arabic writing
in the centre and complicated decorations painted along its edges.
162
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Art of Africa
Dancing Antelopes
Long ago, many African people did not write down their histories. They remembered
things from the past by singing songs, dancing, acting and telling stories – and by making
works of art.
In Mali, a group of
people called the Bamana
[bah-MAH-nah] believed
that, long ago, a special
being called Chiwara
[chee-WAH-rah] used
magical powers to teach
the people to farm. To
remember their ancestors
and to honour the powers
of Chiwara, Bamana
artists carved tall wooden
figures shaped like
These are two different
antelopes, designed to be
Chiwara headdresses
worn on top of the head.
that were worn by dancers
During planting and
during festivals.
harvest festivals, young
men hid their bodies
under costumes made of fibre, wore these tall headdresses and performed a dance like
leaping antelopes. The dance told the story of Chiwara.

Activity 3: Make your own Chiwara headdress
Bamana artists didn’t try to make their sculptures look exactly like
real antelopes. Instead, they suggested the shape of the antelope’s
body with big, bold curves. Look at these two photos of different
antelopes. Using the pictures on the next page and the examples of
Chiwara masks that you have seen here, get some ideas for your own
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Chiwara mask. Construct the legs, body, head and of course the antlers
of your antelope using different pipecleaners. Once you have made the
figure of your antelope, make the base separately – this will be the
bottom part of your headdress that will sit on the top of your head.
Take a few pipecleaners and wrap them around each other to form a
circular base and then wrap the legs or feet of your antelope around
the circular base to connect them. How do you like your headdress?

Portraits in Clay and Bronze
The Yoruba [YO-roo-bah] people of West Africa lived in
the city of Ife [EE-fay]. From about A.D. 1000 to 1500,
artists in Ife carved beautiful sculptures.
Ife sculptures are made of brass (a metal) and terracotta
(red clay baked in a hot fire). Ife sculptors made sculptures
that looked like real people, with delicate features,
dignified expressions and eyes that stare straight ahead.
To make this brass head, the sculptor moulded the
head, using a mixture of sand and clay. He covered it with
a thin layer of beeswax. Next, using a knife made of bone,
he moulded the details of the face into the beeswax, then
covered it all with a thin layer of clay. When he put the
This brass sculpture probably represents the head of
an Ife king. You can see it in the British Museum.
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sculpture on a hot fire, what do you think happened? The beeswax melted and drained
out, leaving a thin hollow space between two face-shaped shells of clay. The sculptor then
poured hot melted brass into the space. After the brass cooled, he broke the clay shells.
What remained was this brass sculpture.

A Portrait Mask of an African Queen
The Edo [Eh-DOE] people lived in
Benin [ben-EEN], a kingdom
southeast of Ife and west of today’s
Nigeria.
The
Edo
people
considered the king and his
ancestors to be like gods, and they
created sculptures to show their
respect. The mask on this page,
carved out of ivory, is a portrait
of Idia [id-EE-a], the mother of a
king who lived in Benin in the
sixteenth century. The king may
have worn this mask on his belt for
important occasions.
In Benin, every time a hunter
killed an elephant, one tusk was
given to the king. Ivory carvers
lived near the palace and worked
for the king. Like the brass and
terracotta heads made by the
Yoruba, Benin masks represented
real people. The artist did not make
an exact copy of the person’s facial
features, though. We can say that
he idealised the portrait, or made
it closer to perfect than any one
person can be.
This ivory mask was created to represent Idia, a queen of the Edo people
in Benin. The queen’s head is surrounded by bearded men, representing
Portuguese traders who brought much wealth to Benin.
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Prints: Pictures that Go Further
We all enjoy looking at paintings, drawings and other works of art. Do you have a favourite
painting, one that you would like to see every day? Buying a work of art such as a painting
can be expensive, and impossible if it is in a museum or gallery! So how can you see it
whenever you want to? Easy! You can buy a print of it, either from the gallery, from an
art shop or from a website, or you can buy or borrow a book that has a reproduction of
the painting in it. Perhaps you could look at it on a computer screen at home or at school.
Today, printers use the latest technologies, including digital
printing, so that your reproduction will look very like the original,
but of course it is not an original work of art.
It is a copy. But a print can be an original work
We made a
of art too, even when there are lots of copies of
‘relief sculpture’ like the
it. A print can be a very simple design cut into a
Parthenon frieze in Year 3.
block of wood, a piece of lino or even a potato.
It can also be a very complicated process using
several methods.
There are three basic types of prints. A relief, like a woodcut, cuts away the areas that
need to stay white; intaglio [in-TAG-lee-oh], like an engraving or etching, holds ink in
grooves; or you can draw on the surface of a plate, which is called lithography.

Woodcuts – Pictures in a Book
Printmaking went hand in hand
with the first books and allowed
many more people to see pictures,
although only in black and white.
Johannes [yo-HAN-ez] Gutenberg
invented a printing press in 1436.
This device allowed paper to be
‘pressed’ against the design again
and again, making repeated
copies. He started with words,
made out of sturdy metal letters.
Before the discovery of the
printing press, every book had to
166
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be written out by hand. Being able to make more than one copy of a book at a time made
a big difference to the spread of knowledge. How long would it take you to write out every
word of this book by hand? A very long time! That’s why we printed it.
In 1455, the Gutenberg Bible was printed. It was so beautifully printed that it is now
the most valuable book in the world, but when it first appeared it was much cheaper than
having a copy of the Bible that someone had written out by hand. Gutenberg’s print
revolution created best-selling authors, including Martin
Luther and Erasmus; by the end of the sixteenth century, many
families were able to own a Bible in their
own language. The Reformation, which
We first saw
we read about in Year 3, might not have
examples of illuminations of the
spread so quickly throughout Europe
Lindisfarne Gospel in Year 2.
without the printing press. Books were
the Internet of the sixteenth century!
Even though it was printed, the Gutenberg Bible was still decorated by hand; wealthy
owners could pay for illuminations. That is not a light show, but a style of painting and
gilding parts of the pages to make them look beautiful. The Nuremberg Chronicle, printed
in 1493, was one of the earliest religious books to be illustrated with prints instead of
having each page painted by hand. The text and the pictures were printed repeatedly, using
the same press. The Nuremberg Chronicle used woodcuts for its prints.

Pages from the
Nuremberg Chronicle
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A woodcut requires carving an image into the
surface of a wooden block. It is known as a relief print,
as the parts that print in black are level with the
surface, while the parts cut away with a chisel show
white. It is more work than drawing one picture but
can then be repeated many times. In the image, you
can see the artist Jacques Hnizdovsky cutting the
woodblock Copper Beech whist following his sketch.
He has already carved the light brown areas, and the
darker brown areas are waiting to be carved.
You can make your own print in the activity. One
thing you will notice straight away is that, as we saw
in the tracing activity in Year 4, the image comes out
in reverse, or back to front. Printed words did the
same, so the person who put the letters in frames for
printing had to be able to read backwards! The artist
Pablo Picasso also created striking prints using this
technique by gouging linoleum, more usually used as
floor-covering; they are known as lino cuts.

Hnizdovsky carving
the woodblock for
Copper Beech

Activity 4: Potato printing
First, gather some medium-sized potatoes, some paints, thick paper and
a vegetable knife (make sure an adult does this part). Next, follow these
instructions to make your own potato prints.
1. Cut the potatoes in half.
2. Draw your shape onto the flat
part of the potato.
3. Ask an adult to help you
cut around the shape with a
vegetable knife, leaving the
design raised on the surface of
the potato.
These potatoes were carved to make prints for Chinese New Year.
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4. Press your potato into some paint.
5. Wipe off any excess before stamping the potato onto paper. (Be
careful, if you push too hard the potato will slide across the page.)
6. You can wash the potato stamp and use a different colour. Can you
make a pattern? You can use your potato to print again and again!
You might like to try a small biscuit cutter for a more complicated
shape. Push the biscuit cutter into the potato and then ask an adult to
help you cut around it. If you mix some paint in a tray using a roller
you can make multi-coloured prints. Enjoy your printing!

Engravings – Into the Groove
Albrecht Dürer [ALB-rekt DYURR-uh],
who lived from 1471 to 1528, was a
We saw Dürer’s
famous printmaker who made some of
painting Young Hare in Year 2.
the best woodcut designs ever produced.
His Rhinoceros woodcut is based on a
written description and a sketch of an
Indian rhinoceros that had arrived in Lisbon in 1515. This was the first living rhino to be
seen in Europe since Roman times. Dürer hadn’t actually seen the rhinoceros himself, so
his print is not entirely accurate. Nevertheless, it allowed lots of people to get an idea of
what a rhinoceros looked like because most people had never seen one, even in pictures.
Dürer had trained to be a goldsmith,
so he was used to handling tools that
could shape metal. This made it easy for
him to engrave a picture on a sheet of
copper metal. He used a hard, steel tool
called a burin to cut the design into the
surface of a copper plate.
is is intaglio technique. e image is
the opposite of a woodcut. e plain areas
are white and the cut away parts are black.
e ink is rubbed into the gouges cut into
the surface but the flat bit is wiped clean.

Rhinoceros
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e copper plate is then pressed onto a sheet of
paper, in a printing press; the paper, forced into
the engraved lines or gouges, picks up the ink.
is process can be repeated many times before
the copper plate shows signs of wear.
These burins are tools used for engraving.

M

The American print-maker
Jack Baumgartner can be seen
lifting the paper on which he
has made a print of his image
of St Christopher. What do you
notice when you compare the
print with the engraving?

Activity 5: Brass rubbings
In the Middle Ages, when wealthy
and powerful people died, it was
the custom to have a brass image
made of them, which would be
fixed into the floor of the church
where they were buried. These
brass images show us what they
looked like and what sort of clothes
they wore. People found that it was
possible to put a piece of paper
over the brass and rub it with a wax
stick to make a copy of the image.
Because it can wear away the
image if a brass is rubbed many
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times, there are now brass rubbing
centres where you can rub copies of
the brass images. This means that
the original – which is a valuable
historical record – is not harmed.
You can purchase a brass rubbing
kit at some early learning centres
or online, or else from a brass
rubbing centre. The website of the
Monumental Brass Society has a
list of these, as well as instructions
on how to make one of these
fascinating images.

In the first scene of the Industry and
Idleness series, we see the idle and the
industrious apprentices at their looms.
The idle apprentice has fallen asleep,
and the cat is playing with his thread!
Their employer takes note.

William Hogarth, who lived
from 1697 to 1764, was trained as
an engraver. Hogarth used his
skills to make prints that could tell
a story which taught a moral,
rather like Aesop’s fables. He
wanted to help people, especially
poor people, to avoid doing things
that would cause problems in
their lives. For example, he created
twelve prints in a series called
Industry and Idleness which traces
the lives of two apprentices. One,
who works hard, achieves great
success and becomes Lord Mayor
of London, while the other’s
idleness leads to a life of crime, for
which he is punished.

We read some of Aesop’s fables in Years 1 and 2.
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Could you tell a story by drawing a
sequence of pictures? Hogarth wanted
everybody to see his stories, including poor
In Year 1 we
people who would never be able to buy a
saw Hogarth’s portrait of the
painting or an expensive work of art. Prints
Graham children. In Year 2
were the ideal way to do this, and Hogarth
we saw his self-portrait.
charged only one shilling (5p) for each of the
prints of Industry and Idleness so that many
people would be able to enjoy the pictures.
He hoped they would listen to his lesson and work hard, too!

In Plate 12, at the end of the series, we see that the industrious
apprentice has been chosen to be Lord Mayor of London.
Engraving is a very difficult technique to learn. It requires a skilled eye and steady hand
plus, as with the other types of print-making we have learnt about, everything has to be
cut backwards – in reverse – so that it prints the right way round. To see how difficult
this is, try writing backwards and then hold what you have written up to a mirror to see
if you can read it the right way around.
Because Dürer had trained as a goldsmith and Hogarth as an engraver, they could cut
their own plates. Most artists had to hand the job over to someone else, which meant that
they lost control of making the copies. However, another process, called etching, came
along which put the artists back in control.
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Etchings – Cutting out the Middle Man
Like an engraving, etching is an intaglio method but it does not require cutting directly
into the metal. Instead, the copper plate is covered with a waxy ground. The artist draws
through the ground with a pointed etching needle. The exposed metal is then cut or ‘bitten’
by dipping the plate in a bath of acid. Don’t try this at home!
The waxy ground protects most of the plate, except where the artist has scraped the
wax away. Here, the acid can get through and eat away the copper surface, making grooves
that will hold ink. The wax has now done its job and can be cleaned off the plate. It is
easier drawing with a needle through wax than scratching copper with a burin. Artists
could now use this new technique, printing works of art in limited editions, typically from
fifty to two hundred prints. Normally etchings are numbered, so a collector will know
how many were printed.
Rembrandt van Rijn, Francisco
Goya and James McNeill Whistler
were master-etchers, transforming
the print into a work of art in its
own right. Rembrandt created
striking lighting effects, or
chiaroscuro, in his etchings, as
seen in The Three Crosses which
he made in 1653. Look at the way
Jesus, on the middle cross, is
illuminated in a shaft of light. To
create this effect, white is
untouched copper plate, protected
by the waxy ground. Pale grey
is thin scratches, with space
The Three Crosses by Rembrandt
between. Dark grey and black are
deep scratches, close together. The scene is very dramatic.

We learnt
about chiaroscuro in Year 3.

Compare the Hogarth engravings with the
Rembrandt. What diﬀerences do you see?
Rembrandt’s etching looks like a drawing. e
lines are free, whereas in Hogarth’s engraving
they are very regular and rather stiﬀ. But both
prints are still ‘black and white’.
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Colour
Printing in colour is a tricky process; for a woodcut you have to cut a block for each colour.
The Japanese mastered this process. Japanese prints were almost unknown in the West
until the mid-nineteenth century, when they were eagerly collected and influenced the
Impressionist painters, especially Claude Monet. They also influenced Henri de ToulouseLautrec [ON-ree de TOO-loos low-TRECK] who made use of the same sort of bold
outlines and vivid colours in his posters. Lautrec’s posters were made possible by the
invention of the lithograph. Do you remember the woodblock print The Great Wave off
Kanagawa by the Japanese artist Hokusai which we saw in Year 3?

The Great Wave off Kanagawa

Lithography
Lithography, ‘writing on stone’, is a skill that artists can learn. The advantage is that it can
use a flat block, originally a flat piece of limestone. If they drew a picture on limestone
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with a wax crayon, wiped it with oily ink and pressed it with paper, a copy of the picture
came off on the paper. The trouble was that it was often horribly smudged. So before
adding the ink, they covered the picture and the whole stone with a special gum and
moistened the stone. Now, when ink was wiped over the picture, it only stayed where the
crayon had drawn. Everywhere else was wet and the ink was too oily to stick.
Toulouse-Lautrec perfected the lithograph, as you can see in the poster La Troupe de
Mlle Églantine. Notice the bold yellow background and the silhouette of the dancer’s legs.
A silhouette is an outline filled in with one colour. The floor tips up at a startling angle,
showing the influence of Hokusai’s print of The Great Wave off Kanagawa. Using just a
few bold lines, Toulouse-Lautrec has created a startling image that brings to life a dance
performance at the Palace Theatre in London.

La Troupe de Mlle Églantine
Posters are the perfect way to advertise events or products; they may have been the first
form of street art! Posters try to sell us many things, from cars to shampoo. When you are
out and about, see how many poster adverts you can spot.
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Suggested Resources
Artistic Techniques and Activities
My Art Book: Amazing Art Projects Inspired by Masterpieces (Dorling Kindersley) 2011
Draw 3-D: A Step-by-Step Guide to Perspective (Learn to Draw) by Doug DuBosque (Peel)
1998
Discovering Great Artists: Hands-On Art for Children in the Styles of the Great Masters by
MaryAnn Kohl and Kim Solga (Bright Ring) 2008
Complete Book of Art Ideas (Usborne Art Ideas) by Fiona Watt (Usborne) 2009
Mini Art Projects (Usborne Activity Books) by Fiona Watt (Usborne) 2009
13 Art Techniques Children Should Know by Angela Wenzel (Prestel) 2013

Looking At and Talking About Art
Introduction to Art (Usborne Internet-linked Reference) by Rosie Dickins and Mari Griffith
(Usborne) 2009
The Museum Book: A Guide to Strange and Wonderful Collections by Jan Mark (Walker)
2010
13 Artists Children Should Know by Angela Wenzel (Prestel) 2009
13 Paintings Children Should Know by Angela Wenzel (Prestel) 2009
A Children’s Book of Art by Sonia Whillock-Moore, Pamela Shiels and Deborah Lock
(Dorling Kindersley) 2009
Islamic Culture by Charlotte Guillain (Heinemann) 2012
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Where to Find the Works
of Art in this Chapter
Christopher Wren, St Paul’s Cathedral, London, UK
The Shard, London, UK
Antoine Watteau, Pilgrimage to the Isle of Cythera, 1717 (Louvre Museum) Paris, France
Thomas Chippendale, Ribbon-backed Chair, made 1850-1880 from Chippendale’s design
of 1754 (Victoria & Albert Museum) London, UK
Theo van Doesburg, Contra-Composition of Dissonances, XVI (Haags Gemeentemuseum)
The Hague, Netherlands
Marcel Breuer, Wassily Chairs or Model B3 Chairs, 1925-1926 (Bauhaus) Dessau, Germany
The Alhambra, Granada, Spain
Dome of the Rock, Jerusalem
Taj Mahal, India
Chiwara Headdresses, 20th century (Brooklyn Museum) New York, USA
Brass Head with a Beaded Crown and Plume from Ife, Nigeria, 12th-14th century (British
Museum) London, UK
Ivory Mask from Benin, 16th century (British Museum) London, UK
The Gutenberg Bible, 1455 (British Library) London, UK (accessible online)
Nuremberg Chronicle, 1493 (University Library) Cambridge, UK (accessible online)
Jacques Hnizdovsky, Copper Beech, 1985 (Artist’s Collection)
Albrecht Dürer, Rhinoceros, 1847 (British Museum) London, UK
Jack Baumgartner, St Christopher, 2008 (Artist’s Collection)
Brass Rubbings (Monumental Brass Society) Whitchurch, UK
William Hogarth, Industry and Idleness Plate 1: The Fellow ’Prentices at their Looms; Plate
12: The Industrious ’Prentice Lord Mayor of London, 1747 (Tate Britain) London, UK
Rembrandt van Rijn, Three Crosses, 1653 (British Museum) London, UK
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Katsushika Hokusai, The Great Wave off Kanagawa, 1829-33 (British Museum, Print
Room) London, UK
Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec, Troupe de Mlle Églantine, 1896 (Victoria & Albert Museum)
London, UK
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